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Abstract: 
Background: The study of White Matter (WM) connectivity is of general interest in 
neuroscience, which is achieved by the analysis and clustering of the streamlines 
composed of the tractography dataset. The WM streamlines clustering is a challenge, 
because of the complexity and the vast size of the WM tractography dataset and its 
composition by various streamlines, in additionally to the presence of outliers.  
Methods: Several WM clustering methods have been proposed in the literature to 
overcome these constraints. However, these methods stay statics. Once the clustering 
streamline is performed, it stays in this one. In this paper, we propose a new framework 
of distributed multiagent, improving, and adapting a bio-inspired model called 
Multiple Species Flocking (MSF) for WM streamlines clustering and automatic outlier 
elimination.  
Results: The basic MSF rules are modified and adapted to perform streamlines 
clustering in higher dimensions. Specifically, each streamline is associated with a 
mobile agent and move onto a virtual space to form a group following the defined 
rules. Only the agents assigned to similar streamlines form a flock, whereas the agents 
assigned to dissimilar streamlines are sidelined and considered as outliers.  
Conclusion: Swarm intelligence features of the approach, such as adaptivity, 
parallelism, dynamism, and decentralization, make our algorithm scalable to large 
datasets, very fast and accurate, which are confirmed by experimental results on 
synthetic and real datasets. 
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